
3 . Examples of biologically significant frequent genesets discovered.

MOTIVATION
One of the major challenges in the analysis of gene expression data is to 
determine which genes find expression in tumor cells such as cancer--the leading 
cause of death in the United States (according to the January 20, 2005 American 
Cancer Society report). Molecular diagnosis of cancer has the potential to provide 
personalized healthcare delivery through efficient and accurate computational 
means with high degrees of specificity and sensitivity. However, rapid 
technological advancements in the field of microarray analysis have generated 
enormous amounts of genomic data, which has been increasing exponentially 
over the last few years. Our computational capabilities, both in terms of hardware 
and software, have not kept pace with this drastic increase. In this poster, we 
present a novel framework to achieve fast, robust and accurate (biologically-
significant) multi-class classification of gene expression data. Our method uses 
distributed knowledge discovery and integration computational routines, 
specifically for cancer genomics applications.

METHODOLOGY
This poster presents a novel computational paradigm which consists of the 
following key computational steps: (a) preprocess: normalize the gene expression 
data; (b) discretize the data for knowledge mining application; (c) partition the data 
using the proposed methods; (d) perform knowledge discovery on the partitioned 
data-spaces for association rule discovery; (e) integrate association rules from 
partitioned data and knowledge spaces on distributed processor nodes using a 
novel knowledge integration algorithm; and (f) post-analysis and functional 
elucidation of the discovered gene rule sets. The framework is implemented on a 
shared-memory, multiprocessor super-computing environment. Several sets of 
experimental results demonstrate the algorithm’s capability and allow its 
evaluation.

2. Examples of gene association rules discovered by the algorithm.

1. Computational Framework for distributed knowledge discovery.

4. Parallel Knowledge Integration 
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For “partitioning” with overlapped 
windows, it was observed that increasing 
the percentage of overlap results in the 
discovery of more relevant genes—those 
genes which are statistically significant in 
terms of gene-class correlations. 

For Adaptive partitioning, lowering 
threshold, lambda leads to the 
qualification of fewer genes as part of 
the cluster, thereby reporting fewer 
relevant genes

Scalability was studied across a range of 1 to 8 
processors while the number of nodes remained 
fixed at 13. 

Comparison of Overlapped technique with the Adaptive technique 
on the basis of showed that the worst time taken to find almost the 
similar number of genes was high for the overlapped technique. 

�

DATASET PREPARATION AND PARTITIONING
As our target gene expression dataset, we took the global cancer maps (GCM) as 
reported in [1]. Due to the inherent noise, the dataset is preprocessed and 
normalized. The dataset now consists of 10,887 genes and 127 samples and is 
further discretized for the knowledge mining application. The following strategies 
are applied to partition the dataset.

Overlapped Vertical Partitioning - The dataset is partitioned into w windows of 
equal sizes, with an overlap between consecutive windows. Thus, if the overlap is 
w – 1, then the resulting total number of windows is N – w + 1; where N is the 
number of total data elements and w is the specified window size.

Adaptive Selection - Adaptive partitioning is achieved by the k-means clustering 
algorithm [2]. This algorithm randomly selects the first k initial clusters by choosing 
k rows of data, each representing a particular sample. It then calculates the 
arithmetic mean of each cluster (the mean of all individual records) formed in the 
dataset. The degree deviation of each record from the center of the cluster is also 
calculated. If the deviation is less than the threshold value (lambda), then the 
record is assigned to that cluster. Based on the threshold value, then, each record 
in the dataset could belong to more than one cluster, creating complex overlap 
among the records.

The association rule mining algorithm, FP-growth [3] is applied in parallel to the 
partitioned datasets to obtain gene products and to find regulatory relationships 
among the genes.
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(1) AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_3_at_DOWN AFFX-
HUMTFRR/M11507_3_at_DOWN => AFFX-M27830_5_at_DOWN(82, 
0.924242)

(2) AFFX-M27830_5_at_DOWN AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_5_st_DOWN => 
AB000449_at_DOWN (88, .91)

(3) AFFX-HUMGAPDH/M33197_3_st_DOWN AB000115_at_DOWN => AFFX-
HSAC07/X00351_5_st_DOWN (92, 0.948454)

The figures in parenthesis indicate support and confidence of the rule 
respectively. E.g. rule (1) indicates that when AFFX-
HSAC07/X00351_3 and AFFX-HUMTFRR/M11507_3 are 
downregulated.

Frequent 
Geneset

Gene label and regulation Support

366 58 D25274_at_DOWN, AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_5_st_DOWN 92
266 234 D14043_at_DOWN, D13315_at_DOWN 92
432 70 D29954_at_DOWN, AB000449_at_DOWN 92
498 58 D38305_at_DOWN, AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_5_st_DOWN 95

360 58 D25217_at_DOWN, AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_5_st_DOWN 95
130 90 AC002073_cds1_at_DOWN, AB000896_at_DOWN 95
368 58 D25278_at_DOWN, AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_5_st_DOWN 99
66 68 AB000220_at_DOWN, AB000409_at_DOWN 99
60 70 58 AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_M_st_DOWN, AB000449_at_DOWN, 

AFFX-HSAC07/X00351_5_st_DOWN
99

1 2 3 4 N -1 N

Implementation of the FP-Growth 
algorithm on the partitioned datasets 
generated    frequent gene-sets, each 
pertaining to the processor node to 
which the partition belonged. In order 
for us to analyze, interpret, and mine 
the rules between inter-processor 
gene-sets, all rules must be collected 
on a single node. A novel and efficient 
algorithm, Genesetmining, is 
employed to merge the frequent 
gene-sets residing on various 
processor nodes. The algorithm 
discovers frequent gene-sets by using 
updates occurring in the form of new 
sample-spaces to aggregate frequent 
gene-sets. The details regarding the 
Genesetmining algorithm can be 
found in [4].

The experiments are employed on an IBM p5-575 Supercomputer consisting of 14 
nodes, each having eight 1.9GHz Power5 processors (single chip with HPS 
interconnect). Memory bandwidth is 16Gbytes/Chip.

Number of Discovered Genes for varying partition 
sizes vs. varying overlap
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For “partitioning” with overlapped 
windows, it was observed that increasing 
the support percentage outputs in fewer 
number of relevant genes.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Computational Framework for distributed knowledge discovery.

We have presented a computational framework for fast knowledge discovery from multi-class gene 
expression data. The framework harnesses the power of distributed computing and novel knowledge 
discovery and integration computational routines. The framework has exhibited significant gains over 
traditional knowledge discovery on unpartitioned data-spaces, (running on a uni-processor machine) 
demonstrated in our experiments.
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A Computational Paradigm for Fast, Parallel Knowledge Integration for Analysis of Gene 
Expression Data
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